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A smarter way to heat.
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SERVICE RIG

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

COMPLETE RIG HEATING PACKAGE
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SAFE OPERATION. Certek’s heaters are open to 
the atmosphere and run at zero pressure. No 
pressurized steam, so no boiler hand is required.

Kodiak:         - 1.2mm btu heater
Hurricane:   - Heat Wellhead
          - Heat Monkey-board
          - Heat Control Area
Heat Trace:  - Heat Pump Truck
Tank Heat:   - Continually heat rig  
             tanks with steam coils
          - Fully satellite monitored
Boilerhand: - No boiler hand required

Steamer:      - Heat Wellhead
Tank Heat:   - Individually steam tanks
Boilerhand:  - Required to operate

COST SAVINGS. Our pricing is better than any we 
have heard of. We also get the job done in far less 
time than the competition. No boiler hand.

LOW FUEL USAGE. We burn less fuel than any hot 
oiler for the same job. We can run off of Diesel, 
Propane or Natural Gas, with the flick of a switch.

STATE-OF-THE-ART. Our heat source is contained 
and automatically cycles so you don’t have to 
babysit anything. Satellites monitoring included.

MOBILE. Move the entire setup using just a pickup 
truck, and move most accessories around site by 
hand.

PACKAGE INCLUDES

The Certek Service Rig Heating Package, is a complete service that 
will help you save time, money and make your operation more 
comfortable and efficient.

HEAT WHERE THE SUN DON'T SHINE
Certek provides heat to areas no other heating company or 
steam service does. We heat the wellhead, as well as any area 
where you feel extra heat will increase your productivity. 
A warm hand, is a productive hand.
Our fully automatic units require no boiler hand or baby sitting. 
Simple start the unit, top up the fluids and let the unit do its job. 
We heat through any and all existing steam coils, and we can 
maintain all tanks and vessels at a constant temperature with no 
hand required to connect or disconnect hoses.  
Almost an unlimited amount of heat trace can be added to the 
system allowing you to wrap anything and everything you want.

TRUSTED AND PROVEN
Certek’s Service Rig heating Package is a proven and advanced 
replacement to the out-of-date steam industry. Using Certek's 
hydronic heating method allows for constant heat input with 
significantly increases efficiency, while reducing costs.
All of Certek’s heaters operate at atmospheric pressure, virtually 
eliminating the hazards associated with legacy steam heating and 
pressurized heating systems. 

REDUCE COSTS
Fully automated design features enable all Certek Heaters to 
significantly reduce the cost to heat fluids per BTU. Keep your 
hands on the rig and off of the heating equipment.

TRI-FUEL
Our units operate on natural gas, diesel, or propane, with the flick 
of a switch.



Kodiak 1.2 Heating Unit

Capable of heating
the entire site, cheaper 

more safely and 
more reliably Hurricane 1.2 Air Heater

Capable of heating at
6,000 CFM - Class1 Div2
Safe to operate right at

the Wellhead

Heat Trace

Heat  Trace the
Well Head/BOP

Ducted Air 

Pipe Hot Air
wherever you want

Rig Tanks

Heat the coils
inside the tanks

Heat Trace

Trace tanks and
Pump Equipment
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Ducted Air

Pipe Hot Air up to
the Monkey-Board

Ducted Air

Pipe Hot Air to
the Control Panel
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